
> Speed
• Speed limits apply on all French roads.
• The maximum speed limit is indicated each time it

changes. In bad weather, lower limits apply.

• The time gained by exceeding these limits is minimal
compared with the additional risk involved.

• Driving fast is tiring! Speed causes fatigue and a loss of
concentration: two prime factors in road accidents.

• Braking distances must be kept in proportion to the vehicle’s
speed.

> Keep a safe distance
The law requires that you keep a safe distance, i.e. at least
the distance travelled in two seconds, between your vehi-
cle and the vehicle ahead, in order to allow you sufficient
time to react if necessary.

To calculate this distance:

• On ordinary roads, choose a point that the vehicle ahead
is passing (a tree, a sign, a post, etc.), and count a mini-
mum of two seconds before you reach this same point.

• On motorways, allow a distance of
two emergency lane markings be-
tween your vehicle and the vehicle
ahead.

Welcome on France’s roads! 
This document gives you a brief overview of some of
the rules that apply to driving in France—and a few
handy tips for safe motoring.

Motoring rules and regulations
To drive in France you must have a community driving
licence, i.e. a licence issued by a member state of the Euro-
pean Union or the European Economic Area.

> Seatbelts
• As passengers not wearing a seatbelt are two times

more likely to die in the event of an accident, French law
requires that seatbelts be worn. This rule applies to all
passengers, whether seated in the front or the back, both
on the open road and in built-up areas.

• Children under 10 must be in an EU-approved seat suited
to their age, size, and weight:

> Alcohol
Driving while under the influence of alcohol has immedi-
ate consequences:

• Poor judgement of the situation and the risks.
• Lower concentration.
• Poor assessment of distances.
• Reduced field of vision.
• Reduced co-ordination and reflexes.
• Longer reaction times.

For these reasons, it is prohibited to drive in France with a
blood alcohol concentration of more than 0.5 g/l (two
standard drinks).

Warning: While a small beer, a glass of wine or a whisky
soda served in a bar all contain the same amount of alco-
hol, at home the amount may vary depending on the size
of the glass.

> Drugs
At the wheel, there is no such thing as a “soft” drug. All
psychoactive substances, cannabis, ecstasy, heroin,
reduce your ability to drive a vehicle. In France, it is illegal
to take drugs and drive. A mixture of substances increases
the risks: drowsiness, impaired visual perception, overes-
timation of your abilities, etc.

> Mobiles
Do not use a hand-held telephone while driving. You risk a
fine. The use of a hands-free kit is tolerated but is still dan-
gerous as it reduces your concentration.

Rear-facing convertible seat 
> from 0 to 10 kg

Booster seat > 22 to 36 kgChild’s car seat > 15 to 35 kg

Front-facing bucket seat 
> from 9 to 18 kg

CHILD SAFETY IN CARS

Motorway Urban Other roads Built-up areas
motorway 
or dual carriage-
way with a 
central 
reservation

Normal 
traffic 
conditions

Rain or 
other 
precipitation

Visibility 
less than
50 m

130

110

110

100 50

5090

50 50 50 50

80

“One se-cond…

…two se-conds”

Wine
10 cl at 12°

Beer
25 cl at 5°

Whisky-soda
3 cl of whisky
at 40° + soda

Pastis
2 cl of pastis

at 45° + water

Rum punch 
2 cl of rum at 50°

+ orange juice

Cognac
3 cl at 40°

Distance travelled 
while reacting*

Braking distance 
(deceleration of 7 m/s/s)*

*These figures apply to dry
conditions.

0,0087 miles
0,0087 miles

0,0174 
miles

0,01553 miles

0,02796 miles

0,0435 
miles

0,02237 miles

0,05779 miles

0,08016 
miles

130 = 80,78*

110 = 68,35

50 = 31,07

90 = 55,92

80 = 49,71

50 = 31,07

50 = 31,07

50 = 31,07

50 = 31,07

110 = 68,35

100 = 62,14

50 = 31,07

* Kilometers converted into miles

NB: a park of 2000 radars are
planned for the end of 2007. 
Of these 2000, 50 will target
vehicles that do not respect
red lights or fail to maintain
the minimum safety distance
from the vehicle ahead.

*

*For your safety, 
automatic speed checks.



> In the event of an accident
Protection
1 Switch on your warning lights.
2 Park safely and avoid blocking emergency vehicle access.
3 Get the passengers out the way of passing traffic: get out
of the vehicle on the side away from the traffic. 
4 On a motor-
way, keep behind
the safety barrier,
or at least keep a
safe distance from
the carriageway,
and make your
way immediately
to the nearest
emergency phone.
5 On ordinary
roads, providing
it is possible to do
so safely, place a
warning triangle 200 m ahead of the site of the accident.

Warning: Do not smoke near the site of the accident, you
could cause a fire.

Call for help
Call from an emergency phone (direct line):
there is one every two kilometres. If there is
no emergency phone available, dial 112 from
a landline, phone box or mobile. This emer-
gency number is free and is used in all Euro-
pean Union countries. 

Assistance
• Do not move the injured, unless there is an imminent

danger (e.g. fire).
• Do not remove a biker’s helmet.
• Do not give an injured person anything to eat or drink.
• Do not try to remove clothing from a burnt person.

Penalties
> Non-compliance with the law
If you break a road rule, you will be liable to pay a fine and,
if applicable, be banned from driving in France. In addition,
in serious cases, you might face court charges and risk a
prison sentence.

In 2004, new and more stringent penalties were introduced.

Non-resident drivers who commit a violation while in
France and don’t pay their fines, could have their cars tak-
ing away and, if the case arises, their car will be towed
away, until the fines are paid.

All 
emergencies

(1) Standard-rate fine, reduced to €90 if paid on the spot. (2) Standard-rate fine, reduced to €22 if
paid on the spot.

Failure to wear a seatbelt or helmet

Use of a hand-held phone by the driver
while driving

Failure to maintain a safe distance 
between two vehicles

Exceeding the speed limit between 
20 and 50 km/h

Exceeding the speed limit by more than 
50 km/hr

Driving with a blood alcohol level 
≥ 0.5 g/l and < 0.8 g/l (or ≥ 0.25 mg/l 
and < 0.4 mg/l in exhaled breath)

Driving without a licence

Driving without insurance

Driving with a blood alcohol level ≥ 0.8 g/l
(or ≥ 0.4 mg/l in exhaled breath), or 
refusing to submit to a breathalyser test

Driving while under the influence 
of drugs, or refusing to take a drug test

Causing accidental injuries, while 
exceeding the speed limit by more than 
50 km/hr, which result in the injured 
person being totally unable to work for 
a period at least 3 months 

Fine

€135 (1)

€35 (2)

€135 

€135 

€1.500 

€135 

€15.000 

€3.750

€4.500 

€4.500 

€75.000 

Ban from driving 
in France

-

-

3 years

3 years

3 years

3 years

-

3 years

3 years

3 years

10 years

Immobilization
or seizure of
the vehicle

yes

-

-

-

-

-

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Prison

-

-

-

-

-

-

1 year

-

2 years

2 years

5 years

A few helpful hints
> Risk prevention
Before setting out
• Check your brakes, steering, lights, battery and wind-

screen wipers.
• Check tyre pressure and wear.

•  Top up oil, water, etc., if necessary.
• Clean your head and tail lights.

Avoid driver fatigue
Driver fatigue is insidious
and occurs without warn-
ing. On the motorway, one
out of every four fatal acci-
dents is caused by a tired
driver. Be aware of the
warning signs of fatigue. 

• Keep both hands on the
steering wheel.

• Stop at least once every
two hours. Have a short
nap, stretch, or take a walk, for at least fifteen minutes.

• Some medication can reduce concentration: this will be
indicated on the box or leaflet by the logo shown here.

• Do not overheat the vehicle interior, and air it regularly.
• Avoid heavy meals before driving.

Be particularly careful at night: sleep can strike suddenly.

Make sure people see you
• Don’t forget, you’re not alone on the road. Always use

your blinker before changing lane or direction, and keep
to the right.

• On motorways, there is a speed limit of 130 km/h, even
in the fast left-hand lane. Avoid switching lanes when
traffic is heavy. 

Yawning
Back pain

Take a break!

Stiff neck

Heavy eyelids

Main driving offences and corresponding
penalties (in force since July 2003)

ALL ABOUT IGN MAPS:

www.ign.fr

The information contained in this document is provided as a guide only.

WELCOME ON
FRANCE’S ROADS
The rules on French roads, and some safety tips
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DIRECTION DE LA SÉCURITÉ ET DE LA CIRCULATION ROUTIÈRES

LA GRANDE ARCHE – 92055 PARIS – LA DÉFENSE

MINISTÈRE DE L’ÉCOLOGIE, 
DU DÉVELOPPEMENT 

ET DE L’AMÉNAGEMENT 
DURABLES

Pour en savoir plus :

www.securite-routiere.gouv.fr

                                                                                       


